OSHA’s Interim Enforcement Response Plan
The plan is meant to project workers during the Coronavirus Pandemic and will maximize OSHA’s
impact in securing safe workplaces
U.S. Department of Labor | April 13, 2020
WASHINGTON, DC – The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
today announced an interim enforcement response plan for the coronavirus pandemic. The response plan provides
instructions and guidance to OSHA Area Offices and compliance safety and health officers (CSHOs) for handling
coronavirus-related complaints, referrals, and severe illness reports.
During the coronavirus outbreak, OSHA Area Offices will utilize their inspection resources to fulfill mission essential
functions and protect workers exposed to the disease. The response plan contains interim procedures that allow
flexibility and discretion for field offices to maximize OSHA’s impact in securing safe workplaces in this evolving
environment.
“OSHA is committed to protecting the health and safety of America’s workers during this challenging time in our
nation’s history,” Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary Loren Sweatt said. “Today’s guidance outlines commonsense
procedures for investigating complaints related to the coronavirus, while also ensuring the safety of workers,
employers, and inspectors.”
The response plan outlines procedures for addressing reports of workplace hazards related to the coronavirus.
Fatalities and imminent danger exposures related to the coronavirus will be prioritized for on-site inspections. The
response plan contains procedures and sample documentation for CSHOs to use during coronavirus-related
inspections. Workers requesting inspections, complaining of coronavirus exposure, or reporting illnesses may be
protected under one or more whistleblower statutes and will be informed of their protections from retaliation.
This memorandum will take effect immediately and remain in effect until further notice. It is intended to be
time-limited to the current public health crisis. Check OSHA’s webpage at www.osha.gov/coronavirus frequently for
updates.
Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, employers are responsible for providing safe and healthful
workplaces for their employees. OSHA’s role is to help ensure these conditions for America’s working men and
women by setting and enforcing standards, and providing training, education and assistance. For more information,
visit www.osha.gov.

Please contact your Safety Specialist with any questions or concerns.
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This material is intended to be a broad overview of the subject matter and is provided for informational purposes only. Old Republic Contractors Insurance Group, Inc. does not endorse
or recommend any products or services nor does it make any representation or warranty regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information. Old Republic Contractors Insurance
Group, Inc. shall have no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss, action or inaction alleged to be caused directly or indirectly as a result of the information
contained herein.

